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San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) 
Fact Sheet 
 
SFMOMA is dedicated to making the art for our time a vital and meaningful part of public life. Founded 

in 1935 as the first West Coast museum devoted to modern and contemporary art, a thoroughly 

transformed SFMOMA, with triple the gallery space, an enhanced education center and new free 

public galleries, opened to the public on May 14, 2016. In its inaugural year, the expanded museum 

welcomed more than 1.2 million visitors. 
 

 
 

Background 

Founded in 1935 under the direction of Grace McCann Morley, SFMOMA was the first museum on the 

West Coast dedicated to modern and contemporary art. Originally named the San Francisco Museum 

of Art, it began operations on the fourth floor of the War Memorial Veterans Building. The museum 

expanded in 1970–72 when the third floor of the Veterans Building became available, and in 1975 

added the word “Modern” to its name to reflect its mission more accurately. In 1995, on the occasion 

of its 60th anniversary and led by director Jack Lane, SFMOMA moved into its first purpose-built 

home, designed by Mario Botta, in the South of Market (SoMa) neighborhood. Neal Benezra was 

appointed director in 2002. In 2009, SFMOMA announced plans for a major expansion and announced a 
landmark partnership to become the home of the renowned Doris and Donald Fisher Collection of 

postwar and contemporary art. 

 

Expansion 

After a three-year closure for expansion, the newly transformed SFMOMA opened its doors to the 

public on May 14, 2016. Purpose-built to showcase the museum’s celebrated collection, the new 

SFMOMA was designed by renowned architecture firm Snøhetta, and seamlessly integrates a 10-story 

expansion with the existing Mario Botta–designed building. With nearly three times more gallery space 

than before, the new museum includes 170,000 square feet of new and renovated indoor and outdoor 

galleries tailored to the collection, enabling SFMOMA to display more of its outstanding holdings of 
modern and contemporary artworks. 
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More welcoming and better connected to the city than ever before, the expanded building includes 

new entrances and access to nearly 45,000 square feet of free art-filled public space, as well as a 

permanent commitment to free admission for all visitors 18 and younger. 

 

The Doris and Donald Fisher Collection at SFMOMA 

Comprising more than 1,100 works by 185 artists, the Doris and Donald Fisher Collection is one of the 
greatest collections of postwar and contemporary art in the world. SFMOMA forged a groundbreaking 

partnership with the Fisher Art Foundation to share this extraordinary collection with visitors from 

around the world for at least 100 years, presenting art from the Fishers' holdings alongside works 

from the SFMOMA collection, creating countless opportunities to reinterpret these works.  

 

 
 

Curatorial Departments 

 
 Architecture + Design 

Comprising works of modern and contemporary architecture, furniture, product and graphic 

design, SFMOMA’s architecture and design collection is widely considered one of the most 

significant in the United States. The collecting and programming strategy focuses on identifying 

and contextualizing transformative or game-changing design, especially software-integrated 

design; and works that have changed the course of a discipline or introduced new social, 

economic or environmental relationships.  

 

 Media Arts 

The media arts collection encompasses a diverse range of time-based media artworks, including 
video, film, slide, sound, computer-based and online projects as well as live performances. 

Reflecting the Bay Area’s tradition of technological innovation and forward thinking, SFMOMA is 

a leader in the presentation, collection and preservation of time-based media works. Dedicated 

galleries for media arts, located on the 7th floor, accommodate collection-based presentations 

and new special exhibitions.  
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 Painting and Sculpture 

As a cornerstone of SFMOMA’s identity since it opened its doors in 1935, the Department of 

Painting and Sculpture consistently engages with the art and artists of our time. Whether by 

supporting artists at early stages of their careers or by organizing major retrospectives and 

thematic exhibitions, the department is committed to fostering new ideas and approaches to 

modern and contemporary art. The collection includes paintings, sculptures and works on paper 
created from 1900 to the present day.  

 

 Photography 

One of the first institutions to recognize photography as an art form, SFMOMA holds more than 

17,000 works of photography dating from the advent of the medium in 1839 to today’s digital 

images. The new Pritzker Center for Photography, made possible by the Lisa and John Pritzker 

Family Fund, offers 15,000 square feet of gallery, study and interpretive space—the largest 

space in any U.S. art museum permanently dedicated to photography.  

 

Education and Public Practice 
SFMOMA’s Department of Education and Public Practice comprises three program portfolios: School 

Initiatives, Public Dialogue and Performance and Film. Program portfolios center on public encounters, 

events and collaborations, with the aim of making a lasting contribution to the artistic and educational 

ecology of California and beyond.  

 

Digital Engagement 

SFMOMA’s reinvented digital program, generously supported by Bloomberg Philanthropies, offers 

accessible, interactive experiences that break down the boundaries between art, entertainment and 

learning. The museum’s new app includes immersive phone-in-pocket audio journeys through the 

galleries, with brief reflections and fresh perspectives on artworks by composers, comedians, artists, 
playwrights and others; and a series of audio walks through San Francisco’s urban fabric, beginning 

inside the building and moving out into the SoMa neighborhood. The museum incorporates digital 

tools into participatory learning environments, such as the Photography Interpretive Gallery, 

generously supported by the McEvoy Family, in the Pritzker Center for Photography , and two 

interactive spaces in the painting and sculpture galleries, which feature touch screens and digital 

tables that allow visitors to explore artworks and the careers of artists more deeply.  

 

Visitor Amenities 

Visitors can enjoy three dining opportunities at the new SFMOMA—acclaimed flagship restaurant In 

Situ by Michelin three-starred Chef Corey Lee for lunch and dinner; Sightglass at SFMOMA for coffee 
and pastries, adjacent to the museum’s new Photography Interpretive Gallery; and Cafe 5 for light, 

California-fusion fare, which can be enjoyed either inside the fifth-floor pavilion or outside in the Jean 

and James Douglas Family Sculpture Garden.  

 

The newly renovated Museum Store on the first floor features a wide selection of art books, home 

accessories and furnishings, artist-made jewelry, toys, prints and more. The new Satellite Store on the 

second floor showcases exclusive SFMOMA-branded items and art-related merchandise. The 

SFMOMA Museum Store also has a location on the departure level at the SFO International Terminal, 

open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., as well as online shopping at museumstore.sfmoma.org. Every 

purchase from the Museum Store supports SFMOMA’s exhibitions and education programs.  
 

https://museumstore.sfmoma.org/
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SFMOMA Hours and Admission 

Open Friday–Tuesday 10 a.m.–5 p.m. and Thursday 10 a.m.–9 p.m. Closed Wednesday. Open until 8 

p.m. on Saturdays, May 27–September 4. 

 

Annual membership begins at $100, and members enjoy unlimited free admission (with advance 

reservation). Adult admission to SFMOMA is $25 and admission for seniors 65 years and older is $22.  
Admission for visitors ages 19 through 24 is $19. SFMOMA provides free admission to all visitors 18 

and younger, furthering its goal of building the next generation of art lovers. 

 

Private guided tours and group discounts are available through the SFMOMA Group Sales 

Department. Tours are one hour in length and are not included with museum admission. Tours must 

be booked at least two weeks in advance. For more information or to submit an inquiry, please visit 

sfmoma.org/groups. 

 

Visit sfmoma.org or call 415.357.4000 for more information. 

 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 

151 Third Street 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

 

Media Contacts 

Jill Lynch, jilynch@sfmoma.org, 415.357.4172 

Clara Hatcher, chatcher@sfmoma.org, 415.357.4177 

Emma LeHocky, elehocky@sfmoma.org, 415.357.4170 

 
Support: 
Installation of the Doris and Donald Fisher Collection at SFMOMA is supported in part by the Henry Luce Foundation and an 

award from the National Endowment for the Arts. 
Support for architecture and design exhibitions at SFMOMA is provided by the Sanger Family. 

Support for Media Arts at SFMOMA is provided by Edward Frank and Sarah Ratchye. 
Major support for Photography at SFMOMA is provided by Lisa and John Pritzker.  

Major support for Education and Public Practice is provided by the William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Doris Fisher and Lisa and 

John Pritzker. Generous support provided by the Koret Foundation, Deborah and Kenneth Novack and the Leanne B. Roberts 
Fund for Education. 

Photography Interpretive Gallery exhibits are supported by Bank of the West.  
 

Image credits: 
The new SFMOMA, view from Yerba Buena Gardens; photo: © Henrik Kam, courtesy SFMOMA 

Snøhetta expansion of the new SFMOMA, 2016; photo: © Henrik Kam, courtesy SFMOMA 
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